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Abstract 

Post-silicon validation is a necessary step in a design's verification process. The primary problem governing post-silicon 
validation is the limited observability due to storage of a small number of signals in a trace buffer. The signals to be traced should 
be carefully selected in order to maximize restoration of the remaining signals. Existing approaches have major drawbacks .In 
RSS method it is depending upon the registers. It can execute single d-ram. But in proposed system depends on press method. It 
can execute 8 drams at once by using IP core. 

Index terms- Post silicon validation, trace buffer, DRAM, Memory controller, IP core. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Post-silicon validation is used to capture these errors that have escaped the pre-silicon phase. Recent reports  
indicate that at 65 nm, the industry spends almost 50% of its total design cost in post-silicon debug devices. 
Post-silicon debug is comprised of signal observation and analysis. A primary problem for post-silicon debug is the 
limited observability of internal signal states. Although we can observe the input and output signals, it is not 
possible to observe the internal signals since the IC is completely fabricated. Some recent techniques like embedded 
logic analysis(ELA) can be used to probe into the chip and record some internal logic states, The signals to be traced 
are selected during design phase. When tests are applied to the design under test (DUT), these signal states are 
traced using ELA. The trace is then dumped into an on-chip trace buffer using efficiently designed interconnection 
network, from where the data is transferred to an offline debugger via some Joint Test Action Group interface. More 
trace data can be stored using some online compression algorithm. 
 

 
 

FIG 1 BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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To reduce signal selection time is to perform signal selection at higher abstraction levels like register transferlevel 
(RTL).By using ip core and using prss method we can reduce the errors and  time consumption. 
  BACK GROUND AND RELATED WORK 
A. Signal Reconstruction 
In post-silicon debug, unknown signal states can be reconstructed from the traced states in two ways-forward and 
backward restoration. Forward restoration deals with the restoration of signals from input to output, that is, 
knowledge of input states can provide the output. Backward restoration, on the other hand, deals with reconstructing 
the input from the output. 

 
Fig 2  forward and back ward restoration 

 
Ideally, we would like to be able to “see any signal at any time” in post silicon validation. Obviously, this is not 
achievable. With the help of limited DfD resources, however, it is possible to trace a few signals in the system to 
view parts of the system state and use them to reason the root cause of the design’s erroneous behavior. As bugs 
often occur in unexpected scenarios, it is important to have some trace signals that are selected in an automated 
manner without designers’ intervention. 
 

The restoration ratio, calculated as 
 
     Ntraced+ Nrestoed 
                  N traced 

, is then used as the evaluation metric to measure the quality of the selected trace signals. Ntraced and 
Nrestoredrepresent the number of traced states and that of restored states,respectively. The state restoration process is 
conducted as follows. ConsiderThe state restoration process is conducted as follows. Consider a 2-input AND gate. 
If one of the inputs is ‘0’, the output c can be inferred as ‘0 through forward propagation. Meanwhile, when the 
output c is ‘1’, the two inputs a and b can be derived as ‘1’ by backward justification. Based on the above simple 
operations, for an example sequential circuit in Fig. 1(a), when flip-flop (FF) C is traced for four clock cycles, the 
missing states can be inferred as shown in Fig. 1(b). The restoration ratio is hence R = 14/4 = 3.5 (Ntraced = 
4,Nrestored = 10). It is important to note that the above state restoration is correct under the assumption that there are 
no timing errors between the traced signals and the restored signals (designers can vary the circuit operational speed 
during the debug process to make it true, inecessary), and hence is only effective for debugging functional errors. 
 

 
Fig 3  example  cud 
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Fig 4  RESTORATION DATA 

 
Trace signal selection 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig 5  Trace signal selection 
 

To acquire data in real time during silicon debug, the tracebuffer- based technique [17], which is complementary to 
scan, can be employed. The debug flow for using this approach is shown in The first step of this approach is to 
designthe ELA during the chip realization process. The ELA includesvarious trigger units, which determine when 
data should beacquired, and sample units, which monitor a small set of signals (i.e., trace signals) using trace buffers 
such as embedded memories on-chip [18], [19]. After the circuit has been implemented with the ELA, the debug 
engineer initiates the debug cycle by setting up the trigger events. Then, the CUD can be put into operational mode, 
and the ELA will monitor the trigger events, upon when data will be sampled in real-time into theon-chip trace 
buffers. 
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Fig 6  Trace buffer 

By using RSS algorithm. 
 
Input: RTL description of design, No. of trace entries 
Output: List of selected signals S (initially empty) 
1: Develop the CDFG of the RTL description. 
2: Find the relationship between the register variables. 
3: Find the initial values of the register variables. 
while trace buffer is not full do 
4: Find the register variable with the highest value. 
5: Add all sequential elements corresponding to it to 
the list S. 
6: Recompute values for all the register variables. 
end 
return S 
 
Control data flow graph 

The first step of RTL level signal selection is to generate the CDFG from the RTL model. CDFG can be generated 
using any standard HDL parser. For our use, we have generated the CDFG by modifying the open source Icarus 
Verilog parser for the Verilog circuits. Although, our studies are based on Verilog benchmarks, our approach is also 
applicable for VHDL designs. The format of our CDFG representation is similar to Mohanty et al. 
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         Fig 7 Cdfg  

Ip core:-An IP core is a complex functional block of electronic circuitry, the use of which is licensed to other 

companies by the original designer. It is generally a portion of a complete processor or other very complex 
integrated circuit. The design has usually been proven in a fully-tested product before it is licensed. IP cores are used 
by electronics engineers to quickly implement components of unique logic and chip designs. A memory controller, a 

three-dimensional graphics unit or even an entire processor may be an IP core . 

Memory Controller 

      In DRAM  memory controller acts as the mediator between processor and DRAM.The controller has the 
capability of  translating memory requests into sequences of  memory access commands[2].This memory controller 
comprises of request buffer ,read buffer,write buffer and DRAM  memory access scheduler. 

     Request Buffer is common for all memory banks or it can be dedicated to each memory bank independently to 
reorder the requests from processor.This buffer holds the state of each request to memory array.In this requests to 
memory array are reordered based on FR-FCFS (First Ready –First Come First Serve) policy which gives priority to 
ready column access (read and write commands) over ready row access (precharge and activation commands).As 
FR-FCFS algorithm always prioritizes accesses to active rows it maximizes row buffer hit rate in turn improves the 
overall memory throughput. 

     Read/Write buffer has the role of temporarily holding the data to be read or write from or to memory 
array[6].Each of  this memory read or write request have given an entry to its corresponding row buffer until the 
current request is serviced completely. 

      DRAM  memory access scheduler comprises of  logical priority queue with a bank scheduler for every bank in 
memory array.This memory access bank scheduler has a role of selecting the pending request which has the highest 
priority comparing to all other current requests.Then sequence of command is issued to read or write requests to or 
from memory array. 

    Memory access channel scheduler checks the bank’s ready commands and provide the command with the highest 
priority. If a command becomes ready then bank scheduler sends the command to the channel scheduler[5].This 
channel scheduler always acknowledges the corresponding bank scheduler as soon as command is issued. Thus 
memory bank access scheduler has a role of updating the current bank state machine and memory channel access 
scheduler inspects the state of address bus and data bus to ensure no channel scheduling conflicts 
are violated. 

3. FSM Memory Controller:      
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      The existing register based traditional memory controller comprises of bank arbiters, data bus arbiters, serial 
buses and request buffers which needs higher implementation cost and increased implementation complexity, 
because of  complex logical calculation.  

 

Fig.8. DRAM with FSM controller 

To overcome the drawback of area overhead of traditional memory controller , a finite state machine (FSM) based 
transition approach which uses only combinational approach based on pre-defined instruction set is 
implemented.This enhance high speed computation with low power and low area consumption. 

     This Finite State Machine based memory controller performs address decoding , refresh and reset memory array 
using preloaded instructions [4]. In addition to this Finite State Machine controllers are error prone as it is based on 
state transition approach and check the availability of bank in a parallel manner to service the request issued by 
multiple thread or processor simultaneously. 

3.1 FSM State Diagram: 

     To design state machine based memory controller, state transition diagram is constructed based on relationship 
between present state and next state of the system. In this diagram nodes represent the state and arcs represent 
transitions from one state to next state of the system. Nodes without outputs are known as accepting states. 
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MODIFIED MARCH C- ALGORITHM 
 
The proposed Modified March C- algorithm almost similar to March C- but it follows concurrency in testing the 
sequences. The steps for following the concurrency are as follows: 
 
•Group entire memory into subgroups. 
•For each subgroup, generate all test vectors for the first fault in the group. 
•Simulate all faults in the subgroup to select one vector that detects most faults in that subgroup. If more vectors 
than one detect the same number of faults within the group, then select the vector that detects most faults outside the 
group as well. 
•Apply the final test vectors to all subgroups concurrently In the proposed method the memory is divided in to two 
subgroups such as M1 and M2. Then applied the algorithm for concurrency. The following are the elements in 
Modified March C- algorithm. 
M1:{↑(w0);↑(r0,w1);↑(r1);↓(w0);↓(r0,w1);↓(r1); 

M2:{↑(w1);↑(r1,w0);↑(r0);↓(w1);↓(r1,w0);↓(r0);  

4. Results: 

     While comparing to the previous technique with register based memory controller ,the proposed FSM based 
memory controller have shown better improvement. The proposed system is designed and synthesized using 
ALTERA QUARTUS-II tool. In this area, power and throughput is calculated and compared with existing 
system.The compared result shows that area is reduced to 43% , power consumption is reduced to 38% compared to 
existing system.Throughput is improved to 32% compared to existing technique. The simulated output for FSM 
controller and compared results of existing and proposed system are given below. 
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Fig.3.Existing Versus proposed comparison graph 

 

 

Fig.9. simulation output for FSM controller. 

 

 

 

5. Future Work: 

   In our proposed work DRAM memory array has multiple numbers of memory banks to service request from multi-
processors in a concurrent fashion. For synchronous operation all the memory banks are provided with clock signal 
which consumes more power. But not all memory banks receive request from the processor at a same time, so the 
memory bank which not receive the request also provided with clock, which leads to leakage and dynamic power 
consumption. 

    In order to prevent this leakage and dynamic power consumption, power gating/clock gating techniques  have to 
be employed. This might disable the clock signal of the respective idle memory banks which does not receive any 
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request from processor. To disable clock for shorter period of time internal power gating technique is employed 
which reduces power with low leakage PMOS transistors even during sleep mode. 

6. Conclusion 

     In this work, state transition based Finite State Machine memory controller is designed which avoids congestion 
in Network on Chip applications by minimizing delay in servicing the request from processor to DRAM memory. 
Thus the problem is overcome by means of state transition approach with shared time for each processor and its read 
or write request. It also optimize area and power without interfacing buses and registers comparing to existing 
traditional memory controller. Hence FSM controller has lower logical elements with higher speed computation and 
reduced implementation cost. As a result the FSM memory controller achieved remarkable reduction in both area 
and power with improved memory throughput. 
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